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BACKGROUND

Figure 1. AI Platform Used in the Study

• For randomized subjects who received at least 1 dose of the study drug, mean cumulative dose adherence measured by the AI platform was 94.9%.

• The need to ensure optimal adherence is critical in all clinical trials, particularly in
ambulatory subjects. To date, most clinical trials have relied on scheduled pill
counts and self-reported data to monitor drug compliance, even though these
data are unreliable and tend to overestimate adherence. Pill counts routinely
indicate levels of adherence above 95% across therapeutic areas.1

• 94% of subjects had adherence rates ≥ 80%.
AICURE PLATFORM REGISTERED 120 INTERVENTIONS
DISTRIBUTED ACROSS 19 SUBJECTS

• One alternative has been measurement of concentrations of a drug or its
metabolite; however, between-person variability in pharmacokinetics (PK) and
limits on the frequency of blood sampling prevent this approach from providing
accurate day-to-day information on adherence. Equally, results from PK sampling
would come in too late for any intervention.
• The artificial intelligence (AI) platform (AiCure, New York, NY) uses software
algorithms on smartphones to visually and automatically confirm participant
identity, the medication, and medication ingestion (Figure 1). Participants receive
automated reminders and precise dosing instructions. Study teams have access
to real-time data for review and intervention.
• A phase 1b study, randomized, double-blind, cross-over trial (ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier NCT02824055) was recently completed in the United States that
evaluated the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of treatment for 9 weeks (three
3-week treatment courses) with RO5545965 compared with placebo in subjects
with schizophrenia.

Figure 2. Schematic of Study Design

• AI platform adherence data fell into the following 5 categories: dose taken, dose
self-reported via the “self-report” button on the app (no visual confirmation),
self-reported dose over the phone to the study coordinator, missed dose, and
dose taken in clinic.
• Doses reported as ‘missed’ or ‘self-reported’ triggered real-time alerts on
Web-based dashboards to allow for study site interventions, either by SMS text
or phone.

DISCUSSION
• Subjects with schizophrenia treated with antipsychotics in a 15-week Phase 1b
cross-over study demonstrated high rates of adherence using a mobile AI
application. The cumulative average adherence rate was 94.9%.
• In a previous study looking at 8 CNS trials, non-adherence based on PK data was
as high as 39%1 with a dropout rate frequently over 30%.2 Use of the platform
reduced non-adherence to 5% in this study.

• All 3 sites intervened using the AI Dashboard (Table 2). Site interventions were
logged for 19/33 subjects. There may have been further site interventions not
logged on the AI Dashboard.

• Unlike most studies, scheduled pill counts were not used to assess adherence.
Instead, adherence generated by the AI platform was used as the primary measure.

• Site interventions were most concentrated among the top group of subjects (6/33)
for whom adherence was ≤ 90% according to the AI application (Table 2).
Post-intervention, 14/19 subjects (73.7%) improved or maintained the same
adherence rate.

• While average adherence was high across all subjects, site interventions were
recorded for 19/33 subjects. 87.5% of interventions were phone calls. Early
identification of non-adherence and rapid intervention among 19/33 led to
improved or sustained adherence in 73.7% of subjects.

• The average number of days on trial for subjects who early terminated (9/33)
was 36. 4/9 subjects spent 8 days or less in the trial. Site interventions were
recorded for 3/9 subjects, where adherence was below 93%.

• This study demonstrates the feasibility of using AI platforms to ensure high
adherence, provide reliable adherence data, and rapidly detect non-adherence in
CNS trials.

Table 2: Site interventions logged on AI Dashboard
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RESULTS
A total of 33 subjects were randomized for treatment (Table 1):
• Completed trial: n=24 (72.7%)
Table 1. Demographic Disposition
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• Subjects were asked to use the AI application once daily for the administration of
two capsules.
• The primary adherence measure for the study was based on AI platform
adherence data.
• The study was carried out at 3 US sites.
• A secondary measure of adherence was based on PK data collected weekly
during the 3-week treatment period.
• Full pill counts were not done. Only collected doses given in-clinic on visit days
were recorded.
• Adherence data are described for all subjects who were randomized (Figure 2).
At the time of this presentation, the study has not been unblinded.

RESULTS (N=33)
• The mean (SD) age is 36.6 (7.0) years and 90.9% of the subjects are male. 63.6%
are black, 27.3% white, and 9.1% Asian. (Table 1).
• The AI platform was used by 33 subjects, totaling 2,531 days (including two 14-day
washout periods).
• 3,546 adherence-related parameters were collected.
• 120 interventions (SMS text messages and phone calls) across 19 subjects were
logged by study sites on the AI dashboard. Interventions were made by all 3 sites.

